
Our Guide to Rabbit Housing
Rabbits need space, a lot of space, to lead happy and enriched lives.  Sadly, many people are still 

surprised by the amount of space rabbits need.  This guide is designed to give you an idea of what a 

standard sized pair of rabbits require and to help inspire you.  

In the wild, rabbits naturally roam an area equivalent to three 

football pitches!  This is a vast space which we could never hope 

to replicate for domestic rabbits.  However, the idea of a hutch at 

the bottom of the garden is now seriously outdated, but sadly still 

prevalent.  

Small inadequate rabbit hutches lead to bones becoming weak 

and more prone to breaking. It is also a pretty miserable existence 

for a bunny to be confined and unable to run, hop, and jump.  

Rabbits love space, they love to dash about, and leap in the air 

kicking their back legs out (binky).  

For rabbits to be happy and healthy we need to provide them with 

adequate space to exercise.

Key Things to Consider

- Rabbits are crepuscular, 

this means that they are 

most active at dawn and 

dusk 

- Providing housing 

which is secure from 

foxes, dogs, cats and 

aerial predators such as 

Kites

- Adequate protection 

from rain and sun

As rabbits are naturally more active at dawn and dusk, one of the most common housing mistakes we 

encounter is shutting rabbits into small hutch spaces over night. As a result, rabbits end up confined 

during the hours they have the most energy and want to be active.  This can result in destructive 

behaviours such as chewing at hutches, digging their bedding about, and up ending litter trays. It is 

entirely possible to create secure housing which still gives the rabbits plenty of space while being safe 

from foxes.   

When it comes to rabbit housing size does matter! A pair of standard 

sized rabbits will require a space of at least 60ft2 . That equates to a 

minimum space measuring 6ft x 10ft.  Within this space the rabbits 

will require a suitable and sheltered sleeping / resting area and an 

exercise /  play area.  There are so many ways that owners are able 

to create this space and many different options available if you know 

where to look.  Sadly, many high street pet shops still don’t sell 

suitably sized rabbit housing and the same can be said for many 

online stores. A super easy way to provide rabbits with everything 

they need, and meet the three key considerations, is a 6ftx10ft dog 

kennel, like the one pictured.  These generally provide the best level 

of predator protection, and protection from the weather, as well as, 

providing plenty of space.

A great and easy way to provide rabbits with a 

suitable secure home is a 6ft x 10ft dog 

kennel like this one, which, can be purchased 

from Duchy Farm Kennels.  This is their 

Frampton Dog Kennel, which comes with a 

variety of optional extras. 

https://www.duchyfarmkennels.co.uk/shop/do

g-kennels/the-frampton-dog-kennel/

https://www.duchyfarmkennels.co.uk/shop/dog-kennels/the-frampton-dog-kennel/


A dog kennel may be the easiest way to go, but it is not the only way to go! Another great way to 

provide a suitable home for rabbits is to adapt a 6ftx4ft shed and attach a suitable 6ftx6ft or 4ftx9ft 

run space with a small pop hole or cat flap, yep rabbits learn to use cat flaps without any trouble. 

Key Things to Consider with a shed 

/ aviary set up

- Look for a good quality shiplap 

shed!  Feather edge sheds offer 

a really tempting chew toy! 

- Ensure the run / aviary is made 

from at least 16g weldmesh.

- How you will shelter the run roof 

and sides from direct sunlight 

and rain. 

- Ensure the run is on paving 

slabs or concrete to prevent 

rabbits digging out and foxes 

digging in.  It is also so easy to 

keep runs clean and hygienic. 

Here’s a great example of a shed / aviary rabbit set up.  The 

shed is 6ftx4ft and the run 9ftx4ft.  There is also an extra 

6ftx4ft run attached to the side of the shed.  Shed bases 

can also be lined with lino for easy cleaning and a small 

hutch can be placed inside for a suitable sleeping space.  If 

you are really good at DIY you could also add ramps and 

shelves inside to provide further enrichment. 

Maybe you want to be a little more traditional with a hutch which is permanently attached to a 

suitable run.  These can be a little harder to track down in the correct sizes. Many online stores and 

local pet shops simply don’t make them big enough. If this is the route you wish to take we 

recommend purchasing a good quality 6ft(l)x2ft(w)x2ft(h) hutch and building your own 

6ft(w)x8ft(l)x3ft(h) run which you can attach via a pop hole or cat-flap. Or have a look locally for a 

carpenter who is able to build you a bespoke hutch and run set-up, if you don’t feel confident in 

doing it yourself. There can be some great housing available on Ebay, so it is well worth a look. 

Here’s one of our hutch / run combos at the rescue.  

Both the hutch and run have been handmade.  

There is a pop hole in the back of the hutch giving 

the rabbits access to the run.  We have added 

Coroline roofing to both the hutch and run and 

added roll down rain covers to the front of the 

hutch and the 3 exposed sides of the run. There is 

a gate in the end of the run to allow for easy access 

and cleaning, and a section of the roof panel is 

removable for easy cleaning. The hutch is 

6ftx2ftx2ft and the run is 6ftx8ftx3ft.

Here is our other hutch / run combo set-up.  This 

was a 6ftx8ftx4ft walk-in run which we modified to 

attach to a 6ftx2ftx2ft hutch.  We added 

featheredge timber to the back of the run and the 

area above the hutch to protect from rain, and 

added a Coroline roof to the run.  We have also 

added roll down rain covers to the 2 exposed run 

sides.  We took one of the hutch doors off of the 

hutch allowing the rabbits to freely move between 

hutch and run.



If that still isn’t quite what you are looking for, or you really don’t want to get involved with too much 

DIY, there are currently two great companies producing amazing ranges of rabbit housing.  

This is the Freedom Bothy made 

by Manor Pet Housing. It exceeds 

the minimum housing 

requirements for a pair of rabbits 

and comes with built in shelves 

and ramps, and a covered run 

area.  This luxury rabbit home is 

made from high quality materials.  

The ‘shed’ area is 6ftx4ft and the 

run area 6ftx7ft.  You can treat 

your rabbits to their own luxury 

pad at 

https://www.manorpethousing.co.u
k/freedom-bothy

Manor Pet Housing also do a range of rabbit sheds with options to add cat flaps and pop holes to 

attach them to runs. They also make bespoke size runs and a HUGE range of accessories from castles 

to litter trays with hay bars. They are a great company offering amazing quality products which will 

last your rabbits for many years.  They also do bespoke indoor enclosures and gates for house 

rabbits.  Check out their full range at: www.manorpethousing.co.uk.  Please note that we don’t have 

any affiliation with Manor Pet Housing, we genuinely just think that their range of rabbit housing and 

accessories rock!

Another great company to check out is Small 

Paws Playtime. Their Rabbington Hall with a 

9ftx4ft run option, meets the minimum size 

recommendation of 60ft2.  Again the run area 

has a covered roof helping to project from rain 

and direct sunlight.  There is also a shelf and 

ramp inside the 4ftx4ft ‘hutch’ area.  If this is 

the rabbit home that is perfect for you hop 

over to 

https://www.smallpawsplaytime.com/rabbithousi
ng/the-rabbington-hall

Small Paws Playtime have other designs available, many of which will meet the required 60ft2 by 

adding a suitable run in the options section. They also have a great range of toys and accessories, as 

well as, making indoor enclosures and gates.  Their products are very fairly priced and well worth a 

look, you can find all their products at www.smallpawsplaytime.com. Please note that we don’t have 

any affiliation with Small Paws Playtime, we genuinely just think that their range of rabbit housing and 

accessories rock!

We hope that this short guide has helped to inspire you when it comes to choosing rabbit housing.  It 

is by no means a complete list, and there are many more ways in which you can create a suitable 

spacious home for a pair of rabbits. You can find more information about housing outdoor rabbits at: 

https://rabbitwelfare.co.uk/rabbit-housing/outdoor-rabbit-housing/ and RWAF also have a great Pinterest 
page featuring owners amazing housing creations which can be found at: 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/rwaf/outdoor-rabbit-housing/

There is also a great Facebook Group which is totally dedicated to housing rabbits which can be 

found at: https://www.facebook.com/groups/267020780408832/
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